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    Contents

● 10 Cat Dice (5 pairs) 
● 1 Human Die
● 25 Cuddle Tokens,
● 11 Cat Tokens 
● 15 Silly Tokens, 
● 5 Reference Cards
● 5 Cat Mats (printable)
● 1 Advanced Turn Mat (printable)
● 1 Rule Booklet

Goal
In Advanced Affectionate: Cats and Cuddles 
players try to have the most Cuddle Tokens     

when there are no more Cuddle Tokens     in the 
center of the table. 
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   Advanced Set Up

Before playing your first game of Advanced 
Affectionate: Cats and Cuddles, be sure to print out 
and cut out the 5 Cat Mats and the one Advanced 
Turn Mat.

Hand a reference card, a Cat Mat, and a pair of Cat 
dice to every player. Take out a number of Cuddle 
Tokens     depending on the number of players   :

2    - 13 Cuddle Tokens  
3    - 17 Cuddle Tokens 
4    - 21 Cuddle Tokens 
5    - 25 Cuddle Tokens

Put all Cuddle Tokens     and Silly Tokens      in the 
Center      , give one player the a Cat Token     , then 

every player takes one Cuddle Token    . 

Some notes before starting:

For games with just 2 players, you will need one extra Cat Die (for a 
total of 5 Cat Dice).

Any pair of Cat Dice can go with any Cat Mat; feel free to mix and 
match the mats and dice!

An Example Set up is on the next page.
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Advanced Play Notes

In Advanced Affectionate: Cats and Cuddles there are 
only a few things to change from the basic game.

● First instead of placing the Cat Token     in the middle, 
choose a player to start with it next to them. 

● For games with 2 players, roll one extra Cat Die 
during the Roll Cat Dice phase of each turn.

● After rolling cat dice, each player will first pick one of 
their color dice to place in front of them and then,  
Starting with the player that has the cat token     and 
moving to the left, each player chooses a die not
 already in front of someone to place in front of them  
(for two players this die could be one of the extra dice 
that are rolled). If another player used your die, gain a 
silly token        (max 3).

● For using silly tokens for rerolls, you can spend 2 silly 
tokens       to reroll the cat dice in front of you 
(regardless if they are both your dice) or 3 silly 
tokens      to reroll the cat dice in front of someone 
else.

(Turn Diagram on the next page)
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Advanced Turn

Take the Cat Action made with the 
dice on your mat. (See Cat Actions)

Pass the Cat Token     to 
the left, return dice, and 

keep playing!

Roll Cat Dice! Everyone rolls their cat 
dice at the same time saying: “3, 2, 1, Meow!”

2 to reroll the 
cat dice on 

your mat

3 to reroll the 
cat dice 

on someone 
else’s mat.

 Are there any cuddle tokens       in the middle?

The Game is Over! 
The player with most cuddle 
tokens wins! There can be ties!

NoYes

   Spend Silly Tokens to reroll!

    Draft Cat Dice! 
1. Place one of your color cat dice onto your mat. 
2. Then, starting with the player with the cat token       

and moving to the left, each player chooses a die 
not already on a mat to place on their mat.

3. If someone used your die, take a silly token       
(The maximum number of Silly Tokens one can have is 3).
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When multiple players have the same Action, the 
youngest player takes the action first.

Cat Actions
When you roll Your Action is:

Put a Cuddle Token in the  
Center. If you cannot,  
  force another player  

to do so 

Take a Cuddle  
Token from  

another player

Take a Silly  
Token from the  
Center (max 3)

Take a Cuddle  
Token from the  

Center

Take 2 Cuddle  
Tokens from the  

Center

Each player takes an action based on what they rolled. 
Actions should be taken in the order shown below starting with Caught.

Caught

Mischief

Silly

Sweet

Humans!

Super 
Sweet

  Take two Cuddle Tokens  
from anywhere! 

Give a Cuddle Token to  
another player.

If at the beginning of the Sweet or Super Sweet Actions, there  
are not enough Cuddle Tokens for each player to take their  
full share from the Center, go straight to the Humans! Action  

and then end the round.

Roll the Human die 
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Ending the Game

When there are no Cuddle Tokens     left in the 
Center after all of the Cat Actions are finished, 
the round is over and the player with the most 
Cuddle Tokens     wins! If players want to track 
multiple games they can use  a Cat Token      

to mark their victory. 

To prevent confusion, place these Cat Tokens   
    on the Cat Mat. There can be ties and 
each tied player gets a Cat Token     . 
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Using the Print and Play Files
Included in this Advanced version of rules for Affectionate Cats and Cuddles are a 

set of printable Cat Mats and Advanced Turn Mat. 

To use these Mats cut along the dotted lines that have the scissor icon      .
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Advanced  Turn

Take the Cat Action made with the  
dice in front of you.  (See Cat Actions)

Pass the Cat Token       to the  
left, return dice, and keep  

playing!

Roll Cat Dice!  Everyone rolls their cat dice at  
the same time saying: “3, 2, 1,  Meow !”

2 to reroll  
the cat dice  
in front of  

you

3 to reroll the  
cat dice  
In front of  

someone else.

  Are there any cuddle tokens       in the middle?

The game is over!  
The player with most cuddle  
tokens wins! There can be ties!

NoYes

    Spend Silly Tokens to reroll!

      Draft Cat Dice!   
1. Place 1 of your cat dice in front of you.  
2. Then, starting with the player with the cat token        

and moving to the left, each player chooses a die  
not already chosen to place in front of them. 

3. If someone used your die, take a silly token      (max 3).
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Social Media

Visit our website for other games: 
www.blueherongames.com

Like us on Facebook as Blue Heron Entertainment

and Affectionate Cats and Cuddles

Also on Twitter and Instagram:
 @BlueHeronGames

Don’t forget to use the hash-tag 
#AffectionateCatsAndCuddles

Any questions? 
Email us at info@blueherongames.com
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